Motion of an array of plates in a rarefied gas caused by radiometric force.
In a rarefied gas in an infinitely long channel between two parallel plates, an array of infinitely many plates, arranged longitudinally with uniform interval, is placed along the channel. The array is assumed to be freely movable along the channel. If one side of each plate is heated, the radiometric force acts on it, and the array starts moving toward the cold sides of the plates. The final steady motion of the array, as well as the corresponding behavior of the gas, is investigated numerically on the basis of kinetic theory using the ellipsoidal statistical model of the Boltzmann equation. As the solution method, a finite-difference method, with a method of characteristics incorporated, that is able to capture the discontinuity in the velocity distribution function is employed. As the result, the local flow field near the edges of the plates and the terminal velocity of the array are obtained accurately for relatively small Knudsen numbers.